Tdi jetta

The Jetta strikes the perfect balance with a sophisticated look, sleek character lines and a
comfortable, modern interior. With a range of available seating options including ventilated and
heated front seats, the Jetta is where comfort meets style. The available display is a true
breakthrough. Instead of the traditional instrument cluster, information can be displayed
digitally in high resolution. Get charged for where the road takes you. With available wireless
charging for compatible devices, running out of juice can be a thing of the past. Explore Apple
CarPlay. Explore Android Auto. Volkswagen Car-Net 6 comes with a mobile app that can give
you command of your car, in your pocket. With a suite of standard features plus add-on benefits
for your convenience and peace of mind. From turbocharged performance and handling to
driver selection modes, the Jetta has cornered the market on fun. Safety is a core value to us.
Benefit from the view of a wide lens when you want it. Front and rear crumple zones help
absorb crash energy, while a rigid safety cage helps distribute forces away from the driver and
passengers. Jetta 1. Build your Jetta. Starting MSRP. Request a Quote. Meet the Jetta. Clean
lines, fun times. Modern design. Sporty exterior LED head and taillights add stylish touches
from front to back, the Jetta stands out without even trying. Sleek character lines and a modern
interior serve a premium, refined look. The joy inside the joy ride. Available interior lighting lets
you adjust the mood inside instantly by choosing from 10 individual colors. Let the light in with
an available power panoramic sunroof that tilts and slides. Stylish comfort. Trendy and
comfortable, these available two-tone leatherette seating surfaces feel like leather and look
great, thanks to Titan Black bolsters and perforated Storm Gray inserts. R-Line Design. A bit of
swagger, inside and out. Cool, everywhere you look. Tech, to help enhance your driving
experience. Technology features that help enhance the driving experience. Volkswagen Digital
Cockpit. Customize your view. Technology within reach. Take your apps for a ride. Driver
Assistance. Driver Assistance features can help give you more confidence on your drive. View
feature details. Your drive just got turbocharged. Turbocharged engine. This 1. While you may
be in a compact, the performance is anything but. A small sedan that packs a serious punch
with a standard turbocharged engine. Performance at every turn. The result: more accurate
cornering. You can control your drive with available Driving Mode Selection. Eco, Normal, Sport,
and Custom driving modes each offer a different feel and response. Choose your favorite and
take over. Compliment the lean, sculpted look of the Jetta with available 17" alloy wheels. Can
help you stay out of trouble. Rear View Camera System. Stay focused. Safety Cage. Intelligent
by design. Overall Rating. Track Price Check Availability. By Rating. Overall 5. We have the Jetta
TDI wagon. It gets very good gas mileage. We only have to fill up the tank once a week. The
folding rear seats is a good feature to create extra trunk room. With the rear seats down we can
get four bales of hay on the back. With the seats up we can get two. There's always enough
room for feed bags. The head lamps and rear lights on the driver's side are extremely hard to
change. The battery gets in the way in front and the first aid kit gets in the way in the back. The
seats front and back are uncomfortable for long drives. The car is so low to the ground that
people with bad knees or hips have trouble getting in and out. It was a six hour drive and the
scenery was beautiful. We listened to podcasts using a tape kit connected to our iPhone. Susan
H. I really enjoy driving this vehicle and I do not regret purchasing it even in light of the
emissions issues surrounding Volkswagen's TDI models. The look of the car was and continues
to be appealing to me and I love how it handles whether on the highway or a windy country
road. The performance on the engine is great; diesel engines provide a lot of torque and power
while providing great fuel mileage. The interior of the car is comfortable and the climate control
system is quickly effective for comfort on a hot or cold day. For being a car, I am impressed
with the cargo space as I can pack up for a camping trip and easily fit all of the gear. Overall, I
really enjoy my car and I am glad that I made the decis Overall, I really enjoy my car and I am
glad that I made the decision to purchase it three and a half years ago. My vehicle is always
what my family takes on vacation and our most recent camping trip is a fun memory recently
had with the car. We had some bad luck with the weather but the car was good shelter from the
elements and we drove the car a lot that weekend. There are quite a few positive things I have to
say about the vehicle. I really like how it handles on different types of roads and I like the power
the engine provides while staying fuel efficient. I enjoy how diesels require fewer oil changes as
they are scheduled every 10, miles rather than 3, miles. The sound system seems high quality to
me as it is a Fender system and my music sounds great. I like the features the car came with
including satellite radio hook ups and a sunroof. I find that the car overall complements my
personality and is a good value. I feel that the car i While the emissions scandal has cast a dark
shadow over TDI models of Volkswagen vehicles, I do not really find this to be a con as much as
another aspect. I feel that I have to spend more money to service my vehicle than if I would have
purchased a domestic car. Germans are brilliant auto makers, however they make vehicles so
sophisticated that you need to find a specialized mechanic to take care of it or visit dealerships

which are more expensive. DG Elgin, Texas Overall. Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Nice selection of used vehicles. Nice sales staff very friendly not
pushy. Good experience would recommend them to anyone who is tired of the big dealer
hassle. Prompt friendly reply to my email. Can not commit on any other aspect. The vehicle was
ready and clean for my test drive when I arrived. Everything went without a hitch. I came back
the next day to buy the vehicle and all the paper work was ready and waiting. I'm pleased with
this vehicle and have had no problems at all. The dealer contacted me early the next business
day. Although the car sold that day I was contacted and updated. Great correspondence. Zena
response was helpful,quick and very professional but lost out on the deal by appointment 1st
come 1st serve. I called about the truck and said my husband and I would be down the next day
as it was a 3hr drive. When we arrived the man said he just took a down payment on it but could
set us up with a different truck. NO WAY!!! What is that called when they bait you with a fake
offer? Idk but That is how i can describe my experience with Carmania. They contacted me
promptly and answered all my questions. When I arrived for a test-drive, it was no hassle!
Usually it takes forever to even get into car in any dealership I dealt before. But in Carmania it
was a smooth process. The dealership was very helpful and very responsive. While I did not buy
from them, I enjoyed the experience a lot. Great experience. Justin is very helpful and
responsive. Worked to make my purchase a smooth and informed experience. Would purchase
from again without hesitation. I didn't follow through with checking the car out in person,
however I was quickly contacted about the listing. The dealer even offered to move the car to
their second location if it was beneficial to me. I was pre approved but that put the wrong
information even though I filled out the form and they took my I'd, so they could up the price
and act as if it was a rough glance for the per approval. Now I have a hard inquiry on my credit
report because they felt I was by myself and a woman so I guess I wouldn't know they were
trying to haggle. Very displeased with them and the way I was treated. Only giving a star so I
can submit my rating. Could not agree on their cash out the door cost. Dealer ran pre check was
approved. They dealt with me through text while I was harvesting sugarcane 1, miles away.
Great experience..! A salesman contacted me promptly. We discussed the vehicle and financing
options. We made an appointment for a test drive. Very professional staff and I look forward to
meeting with them. Excellent experience. Very professional and straight forward. Very
informative and helpful. I purchased the vehicle. Very professional and pleasant! Appreciated
that dealer was not pushy and gave me my space to inspect vehicle also quickly addressed any
concerns without trying to make excuses or minimize my concerns! Alex runs a good
dealership, and you can tell that he takes pride in his work. He's very transparent with
everything, and goes above and beyond to make sure you have a good experience.. The car I
bought had been sitting on the lot for awhile and after I decided to buy, he went and washed the
car to make sure it looked good when I drove it home. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Authorized Volkswagen Dealer. It is the perfect highway car, the smoothness of an American
full size, the handling of a European sports sedan, and over 45 mpg on a trip. I believe that is
car is an amazing value. The features the SE trim offers are amazing. I only wish mine had
automatic lights. I have come in to see this Jetta but drove off in an SUV instead. Great
customer service, they were able to get me approved when everyone was giving me a hard time.
Great inventory at great prices. Would highly recommend. Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Nice selection of used vehicles. Nice
sales staff very friendly not pushy. Good experience would recommend them to anyone who is
tired of the big dealer hassle. Prompt friendly reply to my email. Can not commit on any other
aspect. The vehicle was ready and clean for my test drive when I arrived. Everything went
without a hitch. I came back the next day to buy the vehicle and all the paper work was ready
and waiting. I'm pleased with this vehicle and have had no problems at all. The dealer contacted
me early the next business day. Although the car sold that day I was contacted and updated.
Great correspondence. Zena response was helpful,quick and very professional but lost out on
the deal by appointment 1st come 1st serve. I didn't follow through with checking the car out in
person, however I was quickly contacted about the listing. The dealer even offered to move the
car to their second location if it was beneficial to me. I called about the truck and said my

husband and I would be down the next day as it was a 3hr drive. When we arrived the man said
he just took a down payment on it but could set us up with a different truck. NO WAY!!! What is
that called when they bait you with a fake offer? Idk but I actually went and test drove it very
friendly and nice people. I bought the traverse!!! Quick to respond with all necessary
information for me to make a decision on my purchase. Clean friendly dealership. Convenient
location. That is how i can describe my experience with Carmania. They contacted me promptly
and answered all my questions. When I arrived for a test-drive, it was no hassle! Usually it takes
forever to even get into car in any dealership I dealt before. But in Carmania it was a smooth
process. The dealership was very helpful and very responsive. While I did not buy from them, I
enjoyed the experience a lot. Great experience. Justin is very helpful and responsive. Worked to
make my purchase a smooth and informed experience. Would purchase from again without
hesitation. I had a great experience with the guys here. Car needed new windshield and a bulb
for the reverse lights but they took care of both. Quality car at a fair price. Highly recommend!
As I was not local we corresponded via email and the replies were prompt and accurate. Very
friendly but sadly the car sold as we were writing. The current lineup consists of two turbo
4-cylinders matched with front-wheel drive FWD. The Jetta was introduced in the United States
for and was last redesigned for There are new standard and available features for CarGurus
recently evaluated and scored the Jetta at 8. Pros: The Jetta features above-average fuel
economy in the class for both engines. Technology features are gracefully integrated into the
cabin design within easy reach of the driver and are easy to use. Cons: Many competitors offer
more standard safety features than Volkswagen, which goes a long way toward making them a
better value. And though the cabin is attractive and comfortable, there are some hard plastics
throughout, which detract from the overall look and feel. The base powertrain is a 1. GLI
versions get a 2. A 6-speed manual transmission comes standard in S, R-Line, and GLI trims,
while an 8-speed automatic comes standard in the remaining trims and is available as an option
on manual-equipped models. Front-wheel drive FWD is standard across the line. The 1.
According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration NHTSA recall records, common
quality issues include airbag problems, potential to remove the key from the ignition while the
vehicle is not in park, suspension component fractures, leaky fuel supply and injection lines,
leaky transmission oil cooler, wiring problems, water pump and timing belt failure, poor
headlight quality, and loss of power brakes. Transmissions included a 5-speed manual and
6-speed automatic matched with FWD. The turbo-diesel offered the best fuel economy. NHTSA
data for this generation shows common problems such as water pump and timing belt failure,
leaky fuel supply and injection lines, faulty driveshaft screws, poorly aimed headlights, leaky
washer fluid reservoir and lines, transmission failure, ABS failure, and airbag inflator issues.
Engine offerings over these years included a 2. Trim levels generally corresponded to engine
choice, though there was a lot of overlap. The generation featured FWD standard and the choice
of a 5-speed manual or a 4-speed automatic transmission. In mid, the next generation was rolled
out, sold alongside this generation. Fuel economy was best with the turbo-diesel, getting as
much as 38 mpg combined. The 2. According to NHTSA, this generation was prone to recalls
including water pump and timing belt failure, brake light switch malfunction, faulty marking of
child seat anchors, antilock brake computer failure, brake master cylinder leakage, faulty air bag
inflators, and fuel leakage in turbo-diesel models. Many buyers would be well-served by
cross-shopping the Jetta against its stablemate, the more practical Golf hatchback. Both cars
compete in the compact segment, against class-leading rivals such as the Toyota Corolla ,
Honda Civic , and Mazda Mazda3. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Diesel Volkswagen Jetta listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Authorized Volkswagen Dealer. Request Information. Shoppers Also Consider Many
buyers would be well-served by cross-shopping the Jetta against its stablemate, the more
practical Golf hatchback. Read more. Small cars aren't asked to do much beyond the basics:
provide efficient, reliable transportation at a manageable price. Plenty of models fit this form,
and in some rare cases, they manage to do it whi. While Europe got a new Jetta in , the U. With a
new 1. Volkswagen Jetta Reviews Review. It is the perfect highway car, the smoothness of an
American full size, the handling of a European sports sedan, and over 45 mpg on a trip. I believe

that is car is an amazing value. The features the SE trim offers are amazing. I only wish mine
had automatic lights. I have come in to see this Jetta but drove off in an SUV instead. Great
customer service, they were able to get me approved when everyone was giving me a hard time.
Great inventory at great prices. Would highly recommend. Why Use CarGurus? Volkswagen
dealers in Atlanta GA. Volkswagen dealers in Chicago IL. Volkswagen dealers in Dallas TX.
Volkswagen dealers in Houston TX. Volkswagen dealers in Los Angeles CA. Volkswagen
dealers in Miami FL. Volkswagen dealers in New York NY. Volkswagen dealers in Philadelphia
PA. Volkswagen dealers in Washington DC. Forums New posts Search forums. Media New
media New comments Search media. Resources Latest reviews Search resources. Members
Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Log in Register. What's new Search
Search. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in.
Home JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser
before proceeding. Threads 1. Requiescat in Pace, John Jackson. Are you a newbie new to the
forums. Feel free to post your question here. Threads Non TDI related postings will be moved or
removed. This forum is NOT for the discussion of biodiesel and other alternative fuels. No oil at
Walmart had the Monday at PM sailor. Please note the Fuel Disclaimer. Threads 7. Sound Off on
Current Diesel Price. A moment ago jdavis Handling, suspensions, wheels, type discussion
should be put into the "Upgrades non TDI Engine related " forum. Non TDI vehicle related
postings will be moved or removed. Please note the Performance Disclaimer. Today at AM
rhinorear. Mk5 and Mk7 skidplates. Yesterday at AM efeballi. Threads 4. Sunday at AM
Rockmonton. Pro's cons of Diesels including biodiesel effects on the environment and how
they compare to Gasoline and other fuel sources for Internal combustion engines. Low pressure
on adblue. Monday at AM Lightflyer1. Threads Messages Solo and Circuit Racing. Feb 14,
Keystoner General topics about a specific vehicle should be posted in the General TDI
Dicussion Forum sections for that vehicle platform. Threads 9. Replacing Flywheel. Today at AM
Tdijarhead. Knot headed repairs. Feb 17, Doug Jr. General Automotive General automotive
discussion. This is intended to be a discussion about other not VW and Diesel cars you may
have or interested in. Threads 5K Messages Hi all noz 06 jetta 2. Today at AM Noz. Sightings
Saw a special TDI. Trying to find out if that TDI you saw was a club member. Or have some other
sighting that might interest club members. Post it here. Threads 2. TDI church. Feb 15, reince.
More general items can be answered better in other sections. This is ideal for issues that don't
have an overlap and are very special to swaping engines. Threads 3. Today at AM curtis
Dieselgate, The Canadian Edition. Feb 16, laminated. Pulsing lights. Monday at PM
Mozambiquer. Both VE and PD engines are covered here. Timing belt check. Threads 8.
Quickest way to get a replacement clutch?! Threads Messages 7. Touareg TDI : keep it and
swallow high maintenance fees or throw away and exchange for 2 cars instead of one. Sunday
at AM showdown Who have more than , miles on 06 jetta tdi? Today at AM crazyrunner Threads
13K Messages Rear wiper arm cover. Threads 5. P Code? Today at AM SargentD. Another
heater core? Threads Messages 1. Feb 7, Baumeister. What did you do to your MK7 today? A
moment ago Cuzoe. Threads Messages 5. Audi A3 engine heater question. Threads Messages 3.
Monday at PM whatnxt. Yes, TD's are also welcome. Engine stalling, random stop and not start
after 2. Yesterday at AM JustDawee. The Light truck market. If so write a message here
describing it and insert a picture if you have one. If you don't have one on the computer, email
me and I'll give you my address and I'll scan it for you. If you need web space for it, email me as
well. Please make a short yet descriptive title for your vehicle. Nov 11, Phathektor. Feb 6, tomo
Threads Messages 4. Oct 26, 50harleyrider. Feb 12, nokivasara. Threads 31 Messages Broken
website link to TDi Fest in Feb 8, BKmetz. Threads 9 Messages 1. Feb 13, tomo Post your Dyno
Results Here. Mar 2, D-cappz. Going to a VW Event? Why not try and organize meeting some
new faces and putting faces to our usernames? This forum is for organizing meetings and
events with other TDI Fans. Aug 15, zaeli. Sunday at AM freebuilder. Anyone From Manitoba???
Feb 5, Bertrum Utah gurus? Jan 29, johnsonbz. MN Chat Thread. Ontario Local discussions for
those in the Ontario, Canada area. Today at AM Johhny Quebec Quebec, Canada Section. This
area is for people in Quebec who wish to discuss things more local to them. Threads 6. Cherche
un bon garage Audi. Thursday at PM RoueHan. Monday at AM sailor. Atlantic Canada Atlantic
Canada Section. This section is for people in Atlantic Canada to discuss items more local to
them. Jan 14, johnlewis Yesterday at AM Vstoryk. Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma and Texas.
Threads Messages 9. Mechanic in san antonio. Feb 1, guzzig5. Europe This section is for the
europeans to discuss TDI items of local interest. Feb 8, Gurv Today at AM burpod. The only
commercial posts to these forums are that of Vendors with TDI related equipment. To start a
post, you must be a Registered Vendor. Please note there is also a webpage of TDI Vendors"
Group-buys are permited if sponsored by a registered vendor. Today at AM truman. This is also
the spot for forum questions, comments, ideas, gripes, requests, etc. This forum is NOT for

posting problems about your car. Non-topic posts will be moved or removed. Upgraded TDIClub
forums. Feb 4, BobnOH. Testing Test your signatures, smilies, and any other thing you might
want. Nothing in here is archived nor will it show up in searches, this is simply a testing area.
Testing pasteboard. Feb 2, Nuje. Threads 38 Messages Monday at PM Shanec1. Threads 24
Messages 1. Looking for a tuner. Dec 20, Brycekampa. Threads 0 Messages 0. Threads 5
Messages Oil change. Threads 16 Messages Today at AM alicesxu. We have hats, licence plate
frames, stickers and more. Latest posts L. Latest: Cuzoe
p2617 ford 60
2004 chevy cavalier radio wiring diagram
dolphin gauges wiring diagram
A moment ago. TDI Fuel Economy. Timing belt check Latest: pedroYUL 11 minutes ago. Water
in spare tire well - Sunroof drains? Latest: jw4free 16 minutes ago. Latest resources Resource
icon. BobnOH Updated: Feb 10, Resource icon. BobnOH Updated: Oct 12, Vince Waldon
Updated: Sep 11, Latest profile posts. He Beetle Dad any way to you fixed your immobilizer
issue. Franko6 Theguy Franko6 wrote on Theguy's profile. Don't need the engine, but were any
of the original BRM pistons any good? I need to match one that is missing from a set. STD size.
Let me know. For the Jetta heated seats wiring, give me an email address and I will send it right
out! In my opinion as seen in earlier posts the failure is probably a broken element wire But
cehck resistance with a multi-meter to be sure! This site uses cookies to help personalise
content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use
this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦.

